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Sport Zermatt to Verbier, a mountain-biker’s paradise • Climbing; 22 hours, 39 minutes and ten seconds on the Civetta •
Sasha DiGiulian, rock climbing’s rising star • Running—muster on the mountain pastures LIFESTYLE Algarve, the shock
of contrasts • Portfolio • Movies: Woody Allen is back SOCIETY The day the turtles stormed the beach • Meet Dean Gill, the
stormchaser • Cruising with air to spare TRAVEL Boston, feet on the ground and eyes to the sea • Island hopping in Turkey
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Design – From coffee capsules to incomparable rings
In the hands of Swiss artist Natalie Bino, these coffee capsules take on new shapes and
purpose. Indeed, they are transformed into designer rings in a rainbow of colours which
mirror the shades of the original packaging in a blend between an unconventional adaption
and a recycler’s dream. What else? www.bijoushop.ch

Design – The four-poster bed of the 21st century
Imagine yourself in a relaxing cocoon packed with entertainment, and you might dream yourself
right into the Hi-can (high fidelity canopy). This modern take on the classical four-poster bed
features motorized panels to block out the sun and ease your way to the land of dreams. Can’t
sleep – or don’t want to? Dive into a world of entertainment as you explore films and games using
the built-in, high-tech audio, visual, and multimedia system. The brainchild of Italian designer
Edoardo Carlino, the Hi-can is, quite simply, a new way to get away from it all. www.hi-can.com

Design –
An impregnable wallet
Imagine carrying a tiny safe in your pocket.
The smartMiniSafe (sMS), available for
€275, has been designed to thwart the
attempts of even the cleverest of thieves.
If it is more than 5 metres away from your
mobile phone, it starts to ring; if stolen, it
sets off a 90-decibel alarm. And its metal
shell will keep thieves from scanning your
credit cards at a distance.
www.smartminisafe.com

Photography –
Snapshots of Lausanne
Discover the many faces of Lausanne in the
140 snapshots contained in Lausanne Capitale
Olympique (Lausanne: Olympic Capital).
From vistas of stone to views of verdant greenery, photographer Régis Colombo brings the
capital of Vaud to life, depicting her sports,
festivals, culture, people and student life. The
first official book about the town portrays
a dynamic city, a place of constant change.
Recently released (and available in bookshops
for CHF 38), the work will also be provided to
guests of Lausanne’s government and to teens
on their 18th birthday. An excellent gift.

smartMiniSafe

Factor Studio
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Technology – A supermarket without merchandise!
Here’s a new way to shop! Tesco
has installed billboards resembling
supermarket aisles in the South Korean
underground system. A QR code is
printed under each item. Just use your
mobile phone to scan the code, and
your purchase will be delivered to the
location you specify. Now that’s a fast
and easy way to get your shopping
done while waiting for the train!

